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Foreign and Commonwealth Office

London SW1

30 April 1981

You kindly wrote to Peter Carrington, Douglas Hurd and me

or 16 April, enclosing copies of your excellent paper on the

thcoming UK Presidency. I should like to thank you for it

cc behalf of all of us at the FCO - and, if that is acceptable,

behalf of Francis Pym (and perhaps others) to whom you have

written.

I was very glad to see how closely your approach and ours

coincide. In particular you have highlighted the basic but,

T hope, manageable dilemma of how to make public opinion aware

of the inherent limitations and constraints on a Presidency

le at the same time not missing the opportunities a

sidency offers to demonstrate that the UK can play a leading

and positive role in the Community. The detailed ideas in

. )u.r paper provide a most useful quarry. For the most part they

cover the same ground as our own thinking and come to the same

conclusions, but you have also suggested some new and potentially

attractive areas of Community activity which we will look at

closely and with interest.

I should perhaps also mention that in certain areas you

have made proposals which we had already considered carefully

but come to different conclusions from yours. The list is

short:

/a.

Messrs Scott Hamilton & Edward Bickham

Conservative Party International Office

Conservative Research Department

32 Smith Square

•



a, The 'jobs depend on Europe' theme needs to be carefully

•dled given that until very recently we have been
running a trade deficit with the rest of the Community.

The inward investment from third countries aspect, though

unquantifiable as to the Community considerations which

lead to inward investment decisions, is probably more

cogent than attempting to relate exports to jobs;

b. 'Jumbo'Council (foot of page 6). For your information,

we would rather not have any follow-up meeting and

certainly not preside over one. We see dangers

in institutionalising such meetings which always carry

the risk of raising expectations which cannot be fulfilled;

0. Health care (page 7, paragraph xv). I fear the abolition

of the E lll Form will take a great deal longer than the

time available to us. Although the idea has a number of

attractions, it would be unrealistic to build up hopes

for rapid progress at this stage;

Forestry (page 8, paragraph xix). Our own analysis of

the Commission's proposals has led us to conclude that

they would not benefit the UK;

Eurouean Parliament (page 9). We entirely share your

view that the Parliament's goodwill can be a valuable

asset and we should seek it. We will certainly treat

them 'seriously and courteously'. Douglas Hurd has been

given specific responsibility for assisting Peter Carrington

in this field. He has already visited Strasbourg to call

on the President and other leading members, and plans to

do so again during the June session. But two of your

specific proposals raise problems for us:

We have doubts about the wisdom of the Prime

Minister participating in either of the two

major Parliamentary occasions (the report on the

European Council in December and the inaugural

statement in July). The fact is that there is

no unanimity in the European Council and even

the Dutch, for all their European fervour, did not

feel it wise to invite trouble in the Council on

this. Peter Carrington will therefore probably

take this on;

He will also conduct both Colloquies with the

/Political



Political Affairs Committee in Strasbourg not•	 London. I know that some British MEPs have

been pressing for London but we have explained

to them that for various reasons we would

prefer to send one man to Strasbourg rather

than bring sixty of them to London (both meetings

of Foreign Ministers in Political Co-operation,

on which Peter Carrington will be reporting to

the Parliament Political Committee, fall in weeks

when the Parliament will be in session).

Finally, three points of omission in your paper, one

general and two others more particular:

although you make a Passing reference in the second

paragraph on page 2 to 'Europe is good for Britain's

voice in the world',' I think you may be underrating

the possibilities in this area. We believe that the

whole theme of Europe's role in the world,  eg  North/South

issues, the Middle East etc, has considerable public

appeal;

you perhaps do less than justice to David Howell at the

foot of page 7 by making no reference to his coal

initiative last year (though the slow progress since

that initiative is an indication of the difficulties

that lie ahead in this area which perhaps too obviously

benefits the UK);

You do not mention enlargement. While we would not

wish to raise hopes that decisive progress will be made

under our Presidency, we will be pressing ahead firmly

with the Spanish and Portugues accession negotiations.

Thank you for sending us your most helpful thoughts.

May I also take this opportunity to thank you for

your further letter of 22 April setting out the list of

objectives adopted by the EDO members of the Political Affairs

Committee.
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'x-month Presidenc ,

where external niees accelerate the race of decision-making, is very

limited. Accordingly, the Government ttill wish to be selective in setting itself

ob:ecti7es for the period, our feeling is that Ministerial speeches over the

c=ing months should avoid reference to the British Presidency as being a time

when much can be achieved. On most fronts we will probably do well if we can do

more than inch forward.

Set a2ainst these considerations, howe,er, there is an extremely urgent political

—pact on pub7ic actit dee towards the Community.

aSt-- the Ges:erncont was -7ected, oiblio spport for Rrta,'n's Community

stood at ice hsget level --ence the Referendum, although the hard-core -

o= st:rcort wae-, eomewhat lower than in 1975. Following the lengthy dispute over

ritain's net contribution to the Community Budget three opinion polls taken in the

autumn of 1980 showed that public approval of the Community had fallen to under a

cuarter of the electorate. The under-resourced "campaign" of Ministerial speeches

has had only a marginal effect upon public opinion, whilst the publicity achieved

by the "good news" from the Community (eg. Budget refunds, steel quotas, improvements

in foreign policy co-operation) has been far outweighed by adverse publicity

(eg. Euro-junkets, fishing). If we are to make any headway in neutralising public

hostility prior to the election, we must make good use of the six month period,

since our margin for manoeuvre is likely to be limited thereafter (assuming that

negotiations over the restructuring take at least 18-24 months).

Subec to a number of provisos (eg. Giscard being reelected and there being no

dramatic effect on the German Federal Government.flowing from the Berlin election),

the Presidency will take place against a background of relative governmental

stabTity, with no elections scheduled in the five largest ieriaber States for at

least eighteen months. This will present a rare opportunity for slightly _greater

end take" in negotiations.



lying the e hich we should be aiming tO ajt across 10 relation to

omn unity membership are that "jobs depend on Europe" and that "Europe is

200 for Britain's voice in the world, and is a force for peace". In addition to

for the sake of our own supporters we should be aiming to cultivate an

image of a Conservative Presidency with an emphasis on streamlining working methods

(reducing bureaucracy?), an assertive role in world affairs and liberalisation of

services (air fares, insurance).

v:inisters will not have many further opportunities to put the anti-Marketeers onto

the defensive before the next General or European elections. The period of the

n should serve to underpin, with facts and evidence, the political,

cottercial and economic arguments for membership. Every possible opportunity

should be taken to show that the United Kingdom is influential in determining, and

vital to, the Community's future.

THE TSq'TES 


This paper makes two assumptions. The first being realistic, and the second

optimistic:

that the one per cent ceiling has receded sufficiently so as not to be

reached before the second half of 1982, at the earliest;

that a fishing agreement will either be completed following the French

Presidential elections, or failing that, the issue will not cause a break-

down in relations with our Community partners.

The Commission's proposals on the restructuring of the Budget should be discussed

for the first time by the European Council at the end of June. As the prospects

for an overall package agreement or for radical progress inside eighteen months

are fairly remote then we must keep the temperature as low as possible during the



FOREIGN POLICY CO-OPERATION: This area could be dominated by a Soviet inter-

tion in Poland. The effect of such an event in transforming the political

climate of Western Europe is outside the scope of this paper. Quffice it to say

that a seriously divided Community response to such a crisis could do immense

damage to the credibility of the Community in Britain, whilst a touo-h and united

approach could play a major part in turning opinion round. The three other areas

in which mhere may be political mileage are:

The Middle East: the internaional political advantages o= the

Community being seen as a peace-broker would be enormous; the domestic

political advantage for this process to be led by British Ministers would

be equally great. Nevertheless, we must be sensitive to certain sections

of public opinion which would be quick to paint the government as  "anti,

Israeli" or pro "terrorist", in its handling of negotiations with the PLO.

Political Co-operation Secretariat: foreign policy co-operation has

traditionally been the most electorally popular aspect of the UK's Community

membership and if the UK was seen to be playing a leading role in achieving

more effective European respOnses to world events this could be of some help.

This will only be the case however if the principle is not lost in the

divisions of opinion over the nature of the mechanism or the detailed

constitution of any Secretariat.

Another issue on which we might try to make headway, although this

depends upon progress on the Middle East initiative, is in the Euro-Arab

dialogue. Failing progress in this area, we may be faced with

a cut in Gulf oil production and a consequent increase in the price of

oil; worse still, the international monetary system could be further

imperilled.

q:Jite separate point, the Community's relations with Turkey might

cause problems: the Labour Party may try to embarrass on supposed
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3.E.H,car area

oh Presidency should be gearec3 towards enc ,uragino 7iore European _per

Jeo,n rather than putt ng the cmphasis on restrictin2 thsir imports. s

the Japanese Seem keen to explore the possibilities for a closer relationship

sith the Community in the political co-operation sphere there may be potential

for progress, and if the Community collectively can be seen to achieve things

not achieved by individual Member States it would be a valuable counter in

the "jobs depend on Europe" argument.

Anti-Dumping: The effectiveness of the Commission's anti-dumping saff has

been under attack for some time, from the European Parliament, the CBI and from

the  o-called European Reform Group. We could perhaps use the Presidency

encourage the Council to accept in the 1982 Budget a realistic appropriation

for covering the cost of better staffing for the Commission's unit (the 'EGG

are willing to be helpful in this context); introduction of more rigorous anti-

dumping procedures against Eastern European non-GATT signatories (East Germany,

Bulgaria); better use of Member States' trade representatives in providing

information on costs and prices in an offending supplier's country; shifting

the burden of obtaining and verifying price and cost information from the

complainant to the defendant. In this technical area where there is widespread

concern about the efficacy of the Commission's present operating methods; there

could be considerable scope for success.

vi) Multi-Fibre Arran ement: Negotiations will proceed for a renewal of the

MFA to run from January 1982. Although the Commission's mandate will have been

set during the Dutch Presidency, the renewal will be signed before the end of

our Presidency and we might be able to claim some credit at home for whatever

results. The results will clearly be of importance to our fortunes in the

marginal seats of the North-West and West Yorkshire. One problem may be that,

however good the deal may be in preserving jobs, the textile industry will

always claim that something better could have been negotiated. If the industry

does overdo it then the consumers' organisations should be encouraged to put

their viewpoint rather more forcefully.
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Pradin2 T'.:T7,s are , considerable handicap,

- e sectors, 'sor'ang againsc or: orientated small fin

fy.) Liberalisation of Insurance Services and A4r Fares: The Dutch have

been trying to accelerate the passage of the non-life insurance directive

which the Government would presumably like to see emerge from the Council

during our Presidency. The net benefit to the City of f_55 million a year

should be fully publicised if this is achieved.

are difficult in the liberalisation sphere is t ouchy matter of air

fares. It would however be one of the most electorally attractive causes

to carry forward given the relatively large popular benefit which would

result. If, however, the chances of success look remote due to the some-

what unhealthy state of most of the State-run European airlines then rather

than have a damaging failure it may be better to leave the issue on the

back-burner. If we are seen to be championing liberalisation in most cf

the service sectors, then we may also come under pressure to be more

forthcoming in regard to shipping.

x) Steel Quotas: Agreement now looks probable between the major European

• steel companies for a reasonable production and price regime, which stops

the Government from being saddled with an immediate crisis with Germany

over extending the compulsory steel quotas at the beginning of July.

Insufficient mileage has been made by the Government over the very

constructive part which the Community has played in providing a stable

market framework for restructuring BSC. Any decision on ECSC finance

for social measures for redundant steel workers during the Presidency will

also merit wide publicity.



-- poor 1.

ing •ust got our aid to BEC and EL throu7n.

xi) Telematics: Although there has been much discussion over the

development of the European electronic and telecommunications industries

there has been little progress in agreeing what role the Community might

have in encouraging a more competitive European high—technology sector

which can make up lost ground in relation to the Americans and Japanese.

In September 1980 Etienne Davignon suggested that if no agreement was

reached in the telematics sector by the end of 1981 then the task of

festering an innovative European industry would become much harder. The

C,evernmenthave declared themselves in favour of limited Community

in7olvement and it could be an elecCbrally attracti,Te area for further

progress.

xii) Regional Policy: The Commission will be producing a proposal for

a new ERDF Regulation following the extension of the original Regulation

to cover the first year of Greek membership. The Government might consider

whether there should be greater provision within the ERDF for urban

renewal projects, it is arguable that the current fund is too rigid and

. that an extension of its activities in this direction could be of benefit to

the UK. This should be consistent with the Government's desire to concentrate

regional aid in the areas of greatest need.

SOCIAL AND EMPLOYMENT

Although no major initiative to combat unemployment is likely or probably

desirable, if the Dutch Presidency's "jumbo Council" is successful, the Government

might consider holding a follow—up meeting. If handled with care, such an event

could be helpful domestically.



for our competitors.

xi Disabled'People: To coincide with the International Year of Disabled

People, the Commission are due to produce new proposals on Community action.

The Government might suggest that these should include: freer access to public

transport (to a limited extent British Rail are already doing this); the

improvement of facilities for disabled people at major airports; a review of

practices in Member States relating to the employment of the disabled; the

encouragement of educating physically disabled children in normal schools

where possible; and a review of the practices of Member States in relaticn to

charging VAT on charities •::orking with the disabled and on aids for the

disabled (the Governmen of course took action on this front through t.

Budget).

Health Care: Particularly with the ad...ment of the "European" Passport

should not be necessary for British citizens travelling within the Community

to fill-out Form Elll in order to obtain free health care in other Member

States. Anyone in need of treatment should be able to get it through presenting

his Euro-passport - which might, if accepted, make it easier to sell the new

passport format on grounds other than the rather unexciting territory of

'!machine readability".

ENERGY

This may be an area for further development in the overall restructuring

negotiations, but during the Presidency, there are two areas where action could

be taken.

xvi) Ener y Subsidies: It would be popular both with British industry

generally and with the horticultural industry in particular if the draft

directive on transparency of energy subsidies could be promoted.

xvil) Coal: In the context of the Community's expressed desire to reduce

its dependence upon 'tported oil perhaps progress towards creating new

mechanisms for investment in indi,t7enous coal production would Pe desirable.
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aids is available after 1975. Whilst we may wish to reserve our position

on the debud=7etisation of certain of the social aspects of CAP spending

we should at present be arguing for the current system of national aids to

be brought into a coherent framework as a first stage in controlling them.

It would be helpful if the Commission were instructed to produce an

appropriate report.

Forestry: The Commission's forestry package has been stuck in Council

since 1978. It is an area where proaress would probably be in both British

and Community interests, not least because timber is currently the second

laro.est raw material import of the Community, after oil. World availability

of timber is expected to fall in the near future thus causing the cost to

rise — a co—ordinated programme would help the Community to meet this

potential crisis.

INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS

The Council: The Government will no doubt have a number of schemes

for improving the technical efficiency with which the Council discharges

its functions. Not being amongst the cognoscenti in relation to the

mysterious workings of the Council we would tentatively hazard two

comments:

Co—ordination of S ecialist Councils: Not only does co—ordination

seem to be lacking between Government Departments on European matters

in Britain but also between many of the Community's Specialist Councils.

The attempt this year to rectify this between the Finance and Agriculture

Councils did not perhaps produce the results which might have been

hoped for but further efforts should be made.

Draft directives: The CBI's recent paper on the "Impact of EEC

Legislation on British Business" does make the poin , among others,

that draft directives do get loded in che icuncil for extraordinarily

long, periods and cause unoert by their presence on the horizon.

1necuid nrpbably en- ':re7e



Ine Eurcosen Parliament: ilbe Parliament i irritable

tisution ehich St= ds on iss ditroity. A gre-- con be achieYed,

however, in gaining its goodwill by treating it seriously and courteously.

In party political terms it is also important for the Parliament to

reaain some popularity in this country, otherwise not only will we lose

many of our current MEPs in the 1984 direct elections but we will also

find them to be less effective as exponents of the benefits of Community

membership on a local level.

In furtherance of a policy of giving relations with the Parliament a

certain degree of priority the Government might consider four points:

Not only during the Presidency, but also more generally, the

Government could use the sixty Conservatie Members in the EDG for

floating new ideas or aciving trial runs to new initiatives. We are

never likely to have such massive over-representation and such a

well-disposed,homogeneous and well-disciplined Group in the European

Parliament.

If the Prime Minister were prepared to ride-out the wrath of the

French, a great boost for relations between HMG and the Parliament

would be for her to give an account of the proceedings of the

European Council to the Parliament. This would also serve as a

major focal point for the media. Another option would be for the

Prime Minister, with whom our European policy is closely identified

in the Community, to present the programme for the Presidency.

One of the colloquys with the Political Affairs Committee should

be held in London.

Improvements to the current chaotic budgetary procedure need to be

initiated. Perhaps a Council/Parliament working party could be set up

to suggest procedural reforms in time for the 1983 Budget round.
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broad range of constructive initiatives from Britain over a longer period than

t the Presidency should help to emphasise to our partners that Britain is in

Community to stay - and on ecual terms.

An ex....remely helpful development in removing the most glaring example of how a

two-speed Community could come about would be if interest and exchange rates were

to move in such a way as to make it feasible for the Government to carry out its

stated intention of taking Sterling into the EMS. This would probably only be

cticable within the 6% fluctuation framework used for Italy. Whatever else

folloed in otaer negotiations, ioining the EMS would place beyond doubt in the

 minds of our partners the Conservative Government's commitment to full

-nticipation in the Community. Membership might also provide a further buttress

to - e Government's economic policies.

Of course there are too many issues mentioned above for them all to be pursued

with any substantial vigour. However, it is vital that an impression of progress

and momentum in the Community is conveyed in at least some areas in order to

distract attention from what may be an initially frustrating period in the

• restructuring negotiations.

CON8ERVATTVE PARTY INTERNATIONAL OFFICE 13th April 1981
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